MADHYA PRADESH CRICKET ASSOCIATION
Minutes of the Annual General Body Meeting of the
Madhya Pradesh Cricket Association held on 29th August 2016
(As confirmed by the General Body in the AGM held on 13 August 2017 with modifications if any)
The Annual General Body meeting of the Madhya Pradesh Cricket Association, was held on 29th August 2016 at
the Holkar Stadium, Indore, at 11.30 a.m.

The attendance of the members was recorded in the attendance register. The quorum for the meeting was
attained and the meeting started at the scheduled time.

The Hon. Secretary requested Shri. Sanjay Jagdale, President – MPCA, to preside over the meeting. Mr. Sanjay
Jagdale extended his consent and presided the meeting.

The President extended a warm welcome to the members for the AGM. He also greeted the new members who
were attending the AGM for the first time.

Before taking up the agenda of the meeting, the President requested the house to pay homage to the respected
and beloved Members of MPCA, Cricketers and other personalities from cricket who had left for their heavenly
abode during the year 2015-16.

The house observed a minutes silence as a mark of respect to the departed souls - Shri Sanatbhai Shah, Shri
Debi Prasad Mukherjee, Adv. Shri. G M Chaphekar, Shri. Kapil Seth (Former Ranji Trophy player), Shri
Pramodbhai Patel (Hon. Secretary, Sehore District Cricket Association),

In his address to the house, the President expressed that the season 2015-16 was an eventful year in terms of
cricketing activities of MPCA. Our Ranji Team reached the semi finals of the Tournament. Presently, the format
of this tournament is very competitive with three groups and teams being categorised as per the rankings.
Earlier we used to be in the plate category. Then we elevated ourselves and entered the elite segment. Now in
the recent past we are consistently in the group having top 7-8 teams and reaching semi final from such tough
group is in itself a big achievement.

Our U/23 side performed heroically to play the finals of the National Championship for C K Nayudu Trophy.
Though we lost the final to Mumbai our performance was excellent. Incidentally, for both the Tournaments –
Ranji Trophy as well as the U/23, our team lost to Mumbai which eventually ended up as the winner of the
respective tournament.

For third consecutive year, our U/16 side reached the knock out stage and this performance invites a
wholehearted appreciation from all of us.
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Similarly, our Senior Women's team won plate championship and now they have also entered the elite segment.

Our Girls U/23 team ended their season as the top team of central zone in the new tournament initiated by the
BCCI. This tournament is played only at the zone level and in a way our team is the champion in this
tournament as well.

Even our Girls U/19 team reached the semi finals of the all India Championship.

These performances speak a lot about the synchronised efforts from our selectors, players, coaches, support
staff etc.. MPCA members should appreciate such holistic hard work.

Speaking about the individual achievements, he congratulated Naman Ojha on being selected in the Indian Test
team for the away match against Sri Lanka. A player from MPCA is selected in Indian Test side after almost 20
years after Narendra Hirwani. Naman will also lead Indian 'A' team for the series against Australia 'A'.

He also congratulated Avesh Khan and Rahul Batham, MPCA U/19 players, who were a part of India U/19 team
for the World Cup and played right upto the finals.

He also stated that while the hard work and tenacity on part of the players is utmost essential, such heroics
also require unanimous efforts from various people, be it the coaches, other support staff, the administration,
our members and so many other sections of our Association. At MPCA, we have developed a system which
nurtures the talent at every possible stage. We also keep on improvising our systems regularly as developing
cricketers is our prime aim. BCCI provides lot of funds to all associations. Such amounts are meant for
developing players and creating cricket related infrastructure.

As a former secretary of BCCI, he can very well state that MPCA is utilising the funds in best possible manner.
Our infrastructure development is not restricted to cities like Indore and Gwalior but we have focused on
development at Divisional and District places as well. MPCA is providing items like rollers, nets, balls, etc. to
Divisions and Districts. We are extending funds for organising matches for school, clubs, districts etc. Our
Divisions and Districts are organising so many matches and other activities like coaching camps, developing
human resources like coaches, trainers etc all along the year. Thus, lots of efforts are being poured in for the
game as our purpose is facilitating players development at all levels.

Another big achievement for MPCA is to get recognition as a Test Centre, which has been our long dream since
the Holkar Stadium was completed. We have achieved this only because of harmonious efforts and support
from our members, office bearers, divisions, staff. Functioning of an Association is a joint effort from all and not
restricted to 3 – 4 individuals. We have an exceptional team with us and we are together like a family. He
congratulated the entire MPCA unit for this big achievement.

He also appealed to all to come together for organising the Test match, which is very different from the One
Day Internationals that we have been organising so far. But Test match is a big challenge having lot of different
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requirements. Our team of members, office bearers, staff, volunteers, will extend best support for organising
the Test match with utmost efficiency and upto the expectations of BCCI and ICC.
Concluding, he again appreciated the entire team of MPCA for all achievements and labourous work throughout
the year.

Thereafter, the agenda was taken up for discussion.

1.

Confirmation of the minutes of the previous Annual General Body Meeting held on 8th August
2015.

Dr. Leeladhar Paliwal expressed that whether the decisions taken in the AGM were complied with.

Dr. Bharat Chapparwal suggested that at the firstly it is prudent to confirm whether the minutes are recorded
appropriately and if so then the same should be confirmed before moving onto to any other discussion.

The house appreciated the views expressed by Dr. Bharat Chapparwal.

Dr. Leeladhar Paliwal asked to record his objection. The same was noted.

The minutes of the meeting were confirmed, as proposed by Dr. Bharat Chapparwal and seconded by Mr.
Subhash Bais.

2.

Adoption of the Annual Report for 2015-16.

The house adopted the annual report, as proposed by Mr. Javed Ansari and seconded by Mr. Dharmesh Patel.

3.

Consideration and approval of the Audited Statement of Accounts and Audit Report for the
year 2015-16.

Mr. Damji Suthar requested the chair to allow him to address the house. The same was granted.

Mr. Damji Suthar expressed thanks to the Hon. Treasurer for his response to the queries submitted before the
AGM. He further placed his views before the house, as under –

i.

He suggested to record a note in the annual accounts statement about the details in respect of the
Income Tax Refund receivable by MPCA. Also, our learned and senior members can suggest for ways to
seek the refund at the earliest.

ii.

He expressed that while the Chief Coach and Chief Administrative Officer are being paid Rs. 35.00 lacs
and 15 lac per anum respectively. It is a big amount and knowing details is a good sign of transparency
not only for the Association but also for these individuals.
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iii.

Our expenses on repairs and maintenance is running into crores. He suggested to record a footnote in
the statement of accounts in relation to the expenses incurred under the head repairs & maintenance.

iv.

Our expenses on ground maintenance is also into many lacs. He suggested to record a footnote in the
statement of accounts in relation to the expenses incurred under the ground maintenance.

v.

He had requested for allowing him to verify certain vouchers with the ledger account. He was interested
to know the cost of food packet served during ODI. But the Association did not consent.

So, he again requested for allowing the verification of vouchers.

vi.

He suggested to mention the names of MPCA human resource who were paid in excess of Rs. 50,000/p.m.

vii.

He also suggested to increase the tournaments and provide additional funds for women's category.

He concluded with is queries and proposals and also asked the members to come up with more and more
suggestions for improving our functioning.

The Hon. Treasurer was about to respond when Mr. Damji Suthar expressed that he does not solicit any
response from the Hon. Treasurer.

Thereafter, Mr. Vijay Nayudu expressed that he had also asked for certain clarifications from the management
and based upon the response he would like to place his views on certain aspects.

i.

Change the nomenclature of the account 'Loss by Forgery recoverable' as it was established that the
signature on those cheques was genuine. Also, he suggested to add the interest on the principal
amount. According to him, it was a case of negligence. Since it is a very old matter, Association should
now take a call on this and conclude the matter.

ii.

In relation to our Income, we have only two sources i.e. funds received from BCCI and the interest we
get on funds invested. System of funds from BCCI is an intricate matter. We get grants as also we get
reimbursement from BCCI. The grants cannot be held for a long time and needs to be spent on
development of sports or infrastructure. We should have knowledge about the policy of how the funds
are to be utilised and whether the same are being utilised properly. This would help to reduce questions
being raised on this issue.

iii.

He expressed that MPCA is creating lot of assets, particularly land at all parts of the State. Our project
of Stadium at Gwalior would be approx. 80.00 crore and we have to pay close to 35 crores from MPCA
while certain funds from BCCI and other sources. What is our plan in case if the funds from BCCI / other
sources are not received. Such alternate plan will help in proper progress. Also, we need to plan for
maintenance of such assets.
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iv.

He suggested to record in the Annual Report the parameters which are considered while deciding the
first and second Division under the incentive scheme.

v.

He also suggested to explore a proposal for vesting our property like lands at Sagar, Gwalior, Jabalpur
etc. in a Trust as per the provision 52 of MPCA constitution. According to him, this may help in earning
from such assets like rental or lease income. Presently we are not able to earn in this manner.

vi.

He further expressed that we are spending lot of money on the operations of our Academy. It would be
appropriate to extend performance and tenure based contract for the human resources under the
academy. We should have proper system of appointment and assessment so that anybody who is good
as a coach or trainer and we are not relying on few people.

vii.

He also referred to the increased expenditure towards legal matters. He suggested that members
should not drag MPCA into court and instead come together to avoid legal cases. According to him, the
Association should try to act as arbitrator and avoid such expenses on legal cases like in case of Bhopal
Division.

viii.

He suggested to have separate fund for meeting costs on repairs and maintenance.

After this, Mr. Suman Kamani expressed his views, recorded as under –

i.

Provide bifurcation of expenses on legal matters.

ii.

Opportunity of verifying each and every voucher should be a right of members. MPCA is doing good
work so why not provide this chance to members.

iii.

He suggested to take a final call as regards to the amount which is shown as receivable under the
forgery account. Either we forego this amount or treat this as bad debts etc. as the cost of legal case is
more than the amount in question.

Thereafter, Mr. Bhagwandas Suthar, in response to the views expressed by members in relation to the 'Loss by
Forgery recoverable', stated that he was the Hon. Jt. Secretary of MPCA (along with Mr. Ramesh Bhatia). I was
very regular in attending the office. It would have been appropriate for Dr. M K Bhargava to hand over the
important documents and cheque book to his subordinate (i.e. Jt. Secretaries) before he left for Sri Lanka.

At this instance, Mr. Jyotiraditya M Scindia addressed to the house expressing that analysis of any case is not a
part of the discussion of this house for the AGM. The matter is sub-judice and it is not appropriate to discuss it
at this platform.

Mr. Rakesh Bhargava suggested to find out a solution over this issue.
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He also expressed that if the office bearers do not give the information desired by the members, the instances
of legal cases would increase resulting in more expenses on such legal matters.

Mr. Karan Singh Shekhawat also spoke at this stage. He said that MPCA is amongst the large associations in
India. Our teams are performing consistently at the National platform. There is always a likelihood of some or
the other issues cropping up when such a big institution is functioning. However, it is not reasonable to raise
such petty issues every now and then. Now a new trend is observed where some members are circulating
emails for all and sundry reasons and requirements. It appears that sending such emails to 40-60 other
members is a kind of publicity stunt.

He further referred to the topic raised by someone in relation to handling the cricket activities for Bhopal by
MPCA. Under tremendous legal complexities, the mode and manner in which MPCA has conducted the activities
for Bhopal is absolutely commendable. MPCA's work is highly appreciated by many and he himself has received
such testimony from many parents from Bhopal. Emergence of players like Ashwin Das, Aditya Shrivastava,
Rahul Batham from Bhopal speaks a lot about work done by MPCA.

While having any concerns and grievances is reasonable, seeking details every now and then is not reasonable.
Many issues can be sorted out if discussed. Else, we will have to create a separate department for retrieving
and compiling information for members. Now is the time to decide that such approach cannot be tolerated.

Capt. Manohar Sharma stated that he is also observing tremendous increase in smaller issues being raised
frequently in AGM. Instead, we should discuss about our cricket development in AGM. A point was raised about
the work done by MPCA for tribal areas. He had himself explained on many occasions that how MPCA is actively
working cricket improvement for such areas and also pointed out regions where special trials were also being
held. Facilities like nets, balls, mats are being supplied to all districts including tribal regions. It is important to
appreciate such efforts on part of MPCA.

Mr. Narendra Singh Jhabua endorsed the views expressed by Capt. Sharma. He has also observed increased
participation in cricket at Jhabua which is a tribal region.

Mr. Raju Singh Chouhan congratulated the President on being nominated by the BCCI on the panel for selection
of coach for Indian Men's team. He further spoke in support of the observation made by Mr. Karan Singh
Shekhawat. He also objected to the members who were circulating emails and leaking information to outsiders
and if necessary even take stern action on such people. He further appealed all to come together for betterment
of Association.

Mr. Sharad Kanmadikar suggested that instead of criticising MPCA for conducting activities for Bhopal, let us
appreciate the earnest efforts being taken to ensure the players are not deprived of opportunities. There have
been instances of increasing participation from smaller places like Rajgrah under Bhopal Division. Members
complaining about MPCA should also understand the good work done by MPCA. Why such members do not
come forward to applaud the good performance our young players.
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Prof. S P Chaturvedi expressed that a situation of 'emails viral' is being observed. The use of social media for
such minor issues should be avoided. Information goes to the media and many issues are being published
without correct information, which ultimately malign the image of MPCA. We should make efforts to stop such
tendency of alleging our own colleagues without substance.

Dr. Nishith Patel appreciated the work on part of MPCA to develop two grounds and huge practice area at
Jabalpur. He also elaborated the distribution of equipment like balls, mats, nets etc. for districts under
Divisions. MPCA is doing tremendous work for taking cricket to the remotest areas like tehsils and blocks. Our
office bearers, Divisional people and the staff are on toes almost 24x7. The efforts can be observed at ground
level and this is only possible because of MPCA. There is highest degree of transparency in handling financial
matters of the Association. The Finance Committee discusses and scrutinises all such issues. He further
suggested to act on the provision of terminating the membership of such members who try to damage the
repute of our Association and malign the image.

Mr. Anil Wagh congratulated the members who briefed the house on the cricketing activities of the Association.
Recently, the audit team of BCCI conducted an elaborate assessment and audit of our Association and it is
learnt that MPCA is being rated amongst top few Associations in the country. There is no point in wasting time
on smaller issues.

Mr. Subhash Bais suggested to have more concrete discussion on cricket instead of all minor issues. Our
Association has a great legacy of cricket with Holkar Team winning Ranji Trophy for four occasions. Recently,
our team played semi finals while in 1998 we were the runner up in this prestigious tournament. We should aim
to discuss our plans for improving such performances. Instead, it appears that some members have developed
a hobby of circulating emails and keep on complaining. Today, we are on the verge of staging our first ever Test
match. Let us come together to discuss our plans for organising this major event before us. He also appreciated
the efforts taken by all which helped us achieve the result of audit conducted by BCCI.

Dr. Bharat Chapparwal expressed that after listening to the discussion in this house, he finds it necessary to
form an ethics and code of conduct a committee, apart from our Disciplinary Committee. Each Member of MPCA
is responsible for our Association and anyone blaming the Association unnecessarily should be condemned.
Such ethics & code of conduct committee will decide the rules & regulations for members. It is also important
for members to know what is their duty and not only what is a right given to them. With my experience of
administration of Institutions, he would rate MPCA as a finely administered body. If anyone desires to verify one
or two vouchers it is reasonable, but demanding scrutiny of thousands of vouchers and other documents is not
permissible. It is for the Auditors to check such documents and give certificate and our Auditors are performing
their role with utmost competency. As a member of the Finance Committee, we have developed a good system
and all possible issues are discussed at length.

Mr. Farooq Khan stated that the house is discussing all other issues instead of passing the accounts. Members
should read the annual report also and not only the balance sheet. He suggested to be practical in our
approach. He referred to a news related to cost for room renovation. This is such a petty issue for discussion.
Many members are not interested cricket at all. Most of the members of the Managing Committee are involved
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in the functioning of the Association since the time when there was hardly any money in cricket. These
individuals have contributed from personal pockets to run cricket in those days. Most of the complainants were
most reluctant to come forward to help the Association in those days. Let us appreciate the diligent work by
these individuals. Also, the good work done by MPCA whether in terms of conducting tournaments, coaching etc
is never discussed. Toady players are emerging from smaller places like Sagar, Shahdol etc. This would not
have been possible if MPCA had not focused on developing cricket at such grass roots. He further endorsed the
scrutiny of accounts done by the BCCI auditors at Sagar Division also. He congratulated our Ranji, U-23, U-16
and all women's teams for their great performance and also requested to check why our U/19 team is not
performing and incorporate changes that are necessary for this.

Mr. Kamal Shrivasta also endorsed the work being done by MPCA for tribal and remote areas. A small and tribal
place like Shahdol is now a Division. Places like Sidhi and Singrauli under Rewa Division are also remote
districts. Today many players are coming from such remote areas. This is the result of handsome work done by
MPCA but hardly anyone cares to appreciate such work. It is distressing that none has thought to discuss about
our Test match. Accreditation as a Test centre is such a great achievement. We should congratulate all office
bearers and members for their efforts in seeking such recognition.

He also stated that the recommendations given by the Lodha Committee are in place to be followed. Anyone
having objection should have preferred to approach the Lodha Committee instead of filing a case in the High
Court. As members, we should try to keep a check on the utlistation of funds or ensure the funds are not
misused but certainly digging into daily accounts is not worth. There are certain stadiums in India which have
consumed close to 100 crores for development. Here, at MPCA we have completed a stadium in just 40 – 45
crores. This is such a big achievement and speaks a lot about the working efficiency of MPCA.

At this juncture, Dr. Leeladhar Paliwal expressed that the house is diverting from the item of passing budget
and hence he is leaving the meeting. He accordingly left the AGM venue.

Mr. Kapil Fouzdar endorsed the view expressed by Mr. Kamal Shrivastava in relation to stadium development
cost. He wholeheartedly appreciated the incessant work being done by all MPCA office bearers, past and
present, to bring this Association at this level stage from a stage when we had hardly any funds, resources and
manpower. He earnestly requested all to stay together for the betterment of MPCA and cricket in Madhya
Pradesh.

Mr. Raghuraj Singh appreciated the work done by our office bearers like Mr. Sanjay Jagdale and Mr. Jyotiraditya
M Scindia. He felt we should be proud to have these illustrious personalities amongst us. Time has come to
disassociate with all such members who are trying to disrupt our functions. Let such members file cases and we
will face them in court instead of having such members amongst us.

Mr. Mukesh Shani highlighted the good performance of all teams of MPCA except the U/19 side. He mentioned
that U/19 is the most important stage and unfortunately there has been huge disorder in selection of this team.
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Ms. Siddhiyani Patni appreciated the work done by MPCA for development of women's cricket. Our work is
reflected in the consistent performance of our teams at National stage. She also requested all members to come
together while we march ahead as a team. There would be problems but sorting out such problems by
discussion is more reasonable instead of any other route.

Mr. Dilip Chudgar appreciated the discussion held and requested the house to consider the agenda.

Thereafter the house passed the statement of accounts and the report of the auditor for the year 2015-16 after
being proposed by Mr. Gopal Sharma.

4. To consider and sanction the proposed Annual Budget for the year 2016-17.

The budget was passed by the house as proposed by Mr. Mukesh Sahani and seconded by Mr. Subhash Bais.

At this stage, the President informed the house that Dr. Bharat Chapparwal has requested to him to speak.
Granting the permission, he requested Dr. Bharat Chapparwal to address the house.

Dr. Bharat Chapparwal stated that in relation to the agenda no. 5 of the notice for the AGM of MPCA on
29.8.2016, he would like to express his views and place a proposal.

Dr. Bharat Chapparwal stated that "The Madhya Pradesh Cricket Association has a glorious past and with the
active support of all the members of MPCA, I am sure it has a golden future as well. However, for the first time
in our history, we are faced with a difficult situation which has not been created by us. There are several
circumstances which are forcing us to find an innovate solution to this impasse.

Firstly, as per clause 14 of the constitution of MPCA, the AGM of the Association has to be held before end of
August. If default is made on this point, the compliance of requirements of filing of statutory documents would
not be completed and we will be in violation. Therefore, holding of AGM is mandatory.

On the other hand, the Lodha Committee has proposed far reaching changes in the constitution of cricketing
bodies in India, starting from BCCI. Most of the recommendations have been approved by the Hon'ble Supreme
Court. We have also received an email dt. 25.8.2016 from the secretary of the Lodha Committee, which has
been circulated to us at the start of this AGM. The purpose of the email is that implementation of the Lodha
Committee recommendations may not be hindered.

As a third dimension to the problem, the BCCI is firmly opposed to the major Lodha Committee
Recommendations and has already moved the Hon'ble Supreme Court for the review of its order.

Fourthly, the Hon'ble Madhya Pradesh High Court, Indore bench, in its order dt. 26.8.2016 has passed an order
rejecting the relief to direct MPCA to immediately implement the recommendations made by Lodha Committee
as accepted by the Hon'ble Supreme Court and also rejecting the prayer to hold elections according to the
directions of the Supreme Court of India.
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The Hon'ble Supreme Court is the high constitutional authority. At the same time, though BCCI is not a
constitutional authority, our continued existence depends upon BCCI. Therefore, it has become necessary to
innovate a solution so that the constitutional requirements are fulfilled and at the same time the Lodha
Committee recommendations will not be obstructed when the time comes to implement them.

Therefore, he desires to move the following resolution

"BE IT RESOLVED that the tenure of the present Office Bearers and Managing Committee be extended till the
time there is a clarity on the process and timeline for adoption of the Lodha Committee Report "

Dr. Bharat Chapparwal completed his address.

Mr. Kamal Shrivastava opined that the constitution of MPCA has a provision 20 (3) which states that in case the
new office bearers and the management committee is not constituted before September 1st, then the office
bearers and the committee shall continue to hold the office till such time as the new committee is constituted.
So there is no need of the resolution. We are not holding elections as per the Lodha Committees directive. We
call the meeting but the directive came to us so we have followed the directive and since we could not hold the
elections the same committee is continued.

Mr. Vijay Nayudu expressed that we are not competent here to implement the Lodha Committee reforms. Our
job is not this and we should restrict our activities to MPCA. SO according to him there is no need of this
resolution and we should continue like that till they direct us to do otherwise..

Prof. S P Chaturvedi suggested that we take a decision and seconded the proposal from Dr. Bharat Chapparwal.

5. Election of the Office Bearers and Members of the Managing Committee.

On this agenda of the elections of the Office Bearers and Members of the Managing Committee (for the term
2016-18), the house approved the proposal by Dr. Bharat Chapparwal by majority and accordingly the existing
Office Bearers and the Managing Committee shall continue until the time there was a clarity on the issue of
implementation of reforms and new elections are held thereafter.

6.

Appointment of Auditors for 2016-17.

M/s Anil Kamal Garg & Co., Chartered Accountants, were appointed as the auditors for the year 2016-17, as
recommended by the Finance Committee and the recommendation being approved by the house as proposed by
Mr. Anil Wagh and seconded by Mr. Gopal Tiwari.

7.

Any proposal for amendment to the Constitution, provided that no such amendment shall be
passed except in accordance with clause 17 of MPCA Constitution.
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There was no proposal received for amendment to the Constitution.

8.

Any other matter with the previous permission of the President.

i.

Requesting the Chair, Mr. Jyotiraditya M Scindia addressed the house at this instance and recapitulated
the mood, sentiments and opinions of the members. MPCA is continuously making efforts to reach the
pinnacle in all possible functions. Today, the environment of cricket in India is under some shadow.
Inspite this, we are like a shining star. Performances of our teams, players, the events we organise are
all such causes to celebrate. Yet, we must continue to improve at all times and it has been an
endeavour of the administration to progress.

The new trend of circulating emails which also reach the media, approaching court of law and such
other acts will lead to damage only. The image and repute is being dented by such acts in the society.
Such situations compel the management to constantly work on legal and court matters rather than
focus on cricket related matters. Our Institution requires support of members for all positive works and
not those who maintain a negative mindset about the Institution.

The Demand from some members to scrutinise expense voucher is not warranted. There is internal
process of checking and scrutiny, statutory audit takes place. Recently the BCCI has also conducted the
audit. The system is in perfect shape. Verification of vouchers is absolutely unacceptable and infact
requires to be condemned. As a member of this institution and not as an Office bearers, I suggest that
it should be only our Auditors or the BCCI who have the right to verify vouchers.

As also, we must create a system to ensure that no such effort of circulating litany of emails and
complaints be tolerated. Positive suggestions and steps towards improvement are always welcomed.
Yet, the undue demands from members requires to be stopped.

The house accepted this suggestion and the Chair was requested to constitute a 'code of ethics'
committee with competent persons.

ii.

The house, as proposed by Mr. Anurag Mishra and seconded by Mr. Ravi Patankar, authorised the
President, Chairman and the Hon. Secretary to explore the possibilities of nominating Ombudsman if
required.

iii.

Mr. Ravi Patankar applauded the good work being done by MPCA at the grass roots and highlighted the
role played by our Academy which has been absolutely brilliant towards players development.

Mr. Sanjay Jagdale referred to the system of academy structure that was introduced at State and
Divisional level which is yielding such results.

He also appreciated the hard work on part of the coaches and support staff at our academy and also at
the sub-centres.
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iv.

Mr. Vijay Nayudu stated that as a member of MPCA, he also is responsible for the Association. Many
members have expressed their views during this meeting. Everyone appears to be aware of their rights
but very few speak about responsibility. If members raise a query and it is responded quickly, many
problems could be resolved. He also referred to the systems that were being introduced in recent past.
He mentioned that many people were involved in the process of ISO. With the support of the managing
committee, the ISO systems were implemented. However, there are some more parameters which are
not being put into action. He also suggested that Finance Committee should provide some more details
to the members say on a quarterly basis. He further suggested that new members be given opportunity
to work in the Managing Committee so that the next generation becomes aware of the functioning of
the Association. He also suggested to restrict the number of committees and also the number of
members in each such committee. He also suggested that in case any committee is to be dissolved, the
Chairman be communicated accordingly.

v.

Mr. Suman Kamani referred to the letter submitted to MPCA for the club-house facilities at Holkar
Stadium as similar facility was proposed for the stadium at gwalior.

Mr. Jyotiraditya M Scindia replied stating that there was no plan to start clubhouse at Gwalior. We have
to study all aspects of this issue. The Lodha Committee has also commented on the clubhouse facilities
under the Associations. So we need to be cautious.

Mr. Vijay Nayudu stated that he has closely seen the issues at Garware Clubhouse (Mumbai) and he
strongly feels that we should not plan for any clubhouse.

The house passed the resolution by majority thereby rejecting the proposal for any clubhouse at Holkar
Stadium.

Being no other business to transact, the meeting concluded with a vote of thanks to the Chair.

Milind Kanmadikar
Hon. Secretary
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